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ave you ever been involved in a
discussion about which facility
maintenance model is the best?
The debate often leads to the pros and cons
of inhouse technicians and outsourcing all
maintenance activities to vendor partners,
letting them take on the responsibility of
hiring, retaining and motivating the technician
workforce.
Both sides are passionate because they
have had personal experiences that support
their views. My belief is that, as with many
things, it depends on the circumstances.
Determining which model is best for a
company should be a fact-based investigation,
with the decision-makers asking the right
questions to understand the business goals
and any issues to be mitigated.
The main goal should be to provide the
best possible service at the lowest possible
cost. In my experience, a well-managed
blended model made up of both internal
and external resources achieves this goal. Of
course, this is a simplification of what it takes
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and, over the next several paragraphs, I will highlight a few
key areas that the facility professional should consider when
providing advice to their company executives.

The Cost of Providing Service

The cost associated with running a service organization,
whether internal or external, will have the same components
with a few exceptions. Table 1 shows an example of a
service organization’s profit and loss statement (P&L), with
green check marks showing the typical accounts for each
type of service organization. Yellow means this may be an
account for this type of service organization. Both internal
and external service organizations need to cover these costs
with the income they generate for their services. The other
reason I share this table is to highlight that all costs need
to be considered and included in validating the return on
investment (ROI) of an internal service program.
The external service provider produces a profit, or
they will not be in business long. The internal service
organization’s goal is to cover their expenses and show a zero
net profit. This is achieved by adjusting the hourly labor rate
as needed throughout the year and doing a year-end debit or
credit to the locations serviced.
The No. 1 expense for either operation is salary
and benefits, accounting for 70 to 80 percent of overall
expenditures. Internal and external service organizations all
compete for the same technicians and must offer competitive
salaries and benefits to attract and keep the highest-quality
technicians.
If your company does not have an internal service
department and is looking to start one, there is a large
initial cost of acquiring part inventories, tools and service
vehicles. Often, these upfront costs can be too large a hurdle
to consider starting up an internal technician workforce;
however, by phasing these initial costs in over time and
monitoring the ROI, an internal service organization can set
itself up for success.
Additionally, the cost of providing service can be
impacted by geography and location density, which can
impact travel time. If your organization has locations with
significant drive time between them, it may be better to hire
local service providers for these locations. Of course, having
many local service providers handling a small number of
locations will present its own challenges.

Charging for Internal Service

The level of detail in this section is an indication of how
important it is to correctly charge for internal service in order
to make an ongoing fact-based evaluation of the program.
All costs associated with running an internal service
program, including supervision of the program, should be

Salaries
Salaries-Short Term Disability
Bonus
Employee Awards and Incentives
Payroll Taxes
Workers Comp Insurance
Group Insurance
Employee Moving Expense
Meeting Expense
Education & Training
Safety Equipment
Uniform Expense
Recruitment












































































Labor
Parts & Materials
Itemized charges e.g. trip charge
New Equipment Sales
(Uncollectable Receivables)
Year-end Allocation











Net Profit



VEHICLES
Auto Insurance
Fuel
Auto Lease Expense
Repairs & Maintenance-Auto

TRAVEL
Air Travel
Lodging
Meals
Travel Other
Vehicle Rentals
OFFICE/SHOP

Professional Fees - legal, accounting, etc.
Rent or Mortgage Expense
Sales/Marketing
IT Hardware & Software
Telephone
Cellular
Printing
Duplicating
Postage
Office Supplies
Dues & Subscriptions
Tool Purchases
Parts Purchased
Licenses and Other Taxes
Rental Expense-Equipment
Shop Supplies
Miscellaneous Expense
Depreciation-Equipment
Depreciation-Computers
Depreciation-Furniture
Asset Write-offs




















INCOME




A side-by-side comparison of expenses and income for internal and external service organizations. Green
check marks indicate accounts that are typical for each type of service organization. A yellow check mark
indicates the account may be used for that type of service organization. Accounts with no check mark
are typically not used for that type service organization. Internal service organizations need to include all
their costs on their profit and loss statement to accurately validate their return on the investment.
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INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL
SERVICE ORGANIZATIONS
ALL COMPETE FOR

and 

THE SAME TECHNICIANS

charged back to the restaurants. This provides the data necessary for
cost comparisons and task reassignments to the more cost-effective
technician, whether internal or external, assuming the service
level agreement (SLA) can be maintained or improved.
Sometimes internal service organizations will divide
their total P&L expenses by the number of locations
they service, with all locations paying the same flat fee.
This less-precise approach has two major downsides:
It provides no reward to the locations that require less
maintenance and reduces their incentive to take
care of their equipment. It also does not
provide an accurate financial view into
the locations and equipment that are
driving your costs.
Allocating these costs to each
location based on the time spent and parts
used on each repair provides a great level
of detail for ongoing analysis. In addition,
it improves the accuracy of the comparison
between internal service and external
providers, which is covered in the next section. To
successfully allocate costs, an hourly rate needs to be
applied to the time spent on repairs. Material and parts for an internal
service department can be a pass-through cost to the restaurants and
should include a mark-up to cover tax and shipping, damage, etc.
To determine a starting hourly rate for the beginning of the year,
use these formulas:

Hours Worked =

[Budgeted Timecard Hours] – [Holidays + Vacations]

Targeted Billable Percent =

Based on Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) - see below

Estimated Billable Hours =

[Hours Worked] x [Targeted Billable Percent]
4,987.5 = 6650 x 75% (rounded to 5,000)

Hourly Rate =

([Total Budgeted Department Expenses] [Parts]) / [Estimated Billable Hours]
$80 hourly rate = ($616,000 - $216,000) / 5,000
The targeted billable percent is based on the standard operating
procedures (SOPs) used for the technicians. For example, charging
all travel time to the restaurants will provide a lower hourly rate, while
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only charging for the time
the technician is in the
restaurant working will result in
a higher hourly rate. In either
case, the cost to the restaurant will be the same. Because of this, my
preference is to only charge for the actual time spent in the restaurant
and use a higher hourly rate, as this is easier to explain and manage.
If the facility manager also oversees capital improvements
or other tasks that have nothing to do with managing the internal
service program, you can estimate a percentage of the facility
manager’s time and deduct this from the supervisor’s cost to be
allocated through the technician hourly rate. In a 100-percent
outsourced model, you must consider the costs associated with
managing vendors. It is beyond the scope of this article to discuss
all the variations of this vendor oversight.
At the end of each fiscal period, your company should complete
an assessment of the maintenance department’s P&L and adjust the
hourly rate to maintain a zero net profit/loss. It is a best practice to
zero out any profit or loss at the end of the fiscal year, allocating these
dollars to the restaurants based on each restaurant’s percentage of
spend of the total cost of the maintenance department.

Comparing Cost

Since there are many ways to cover the cost of providing service
(e.g., hourly rate, trip charge, truck charge, parts mark-up, special
tool charges), the most accurate way to compare the cost of internal
technicians with an external service provider (or service provider to
service provider), is to compare the total invoice dollars for the same
service task. For example, compare the cost of replacing the same
electric heating element in the same model fryer. This also removes
the variable of the time it takes to make the actual repair, as this can
be a factor.
For example, let’s say on the same repair you have a technician
with a $100 hourly rate and they take 1.25 hours. Compare this with a
technician with a $65 hourly rate who takes 2.5 hours. Technician One’s
labor cost is $125, and Technician Two’s labor cost is $162.50. When
doing this analysis, look for multiple invoices to determine if it takes
more than one trip to complete a repair and include these costs in
the comparison. In addition to cost, total downtime also needs to be
considered, especially if it is preventing a menu item from being served
or is a health/safety issue. This is why SLA metrics are a critical piece of
the equation.

The Bottom Line

The technician who walks through the door of your restaurant has the
biggest impact on whether your operation teams believe they are
getting good service at a fair cost. Is the technician properly trained?

MUST OFFER COMPETITIVE SALARY AND BENEFITS TO ATTRACT
AND KEEP THE HIGHEST-QUALITY TECHNICIANS.

Arguing for a Blended Model

Flexibility and a short-term view are both
common reasons why companies move
away from internal service programs. It
is much easier to reduce maintenance
costs in the short-term with an external
service program as opposed to laying off
personnel.
Lack of leadership support is another
reason not to have an internal maintenance
service organization. In order to have a
successful blended model, it is paramount
that the executive team be on board
and supportive in providing the tools
and resources required for success. It
is possible to solicit this support, but it
can be a hard battle depending on the
executive’s previous experience and their
priorities for the business.
Managing a cost-effective blended
model takes commitment from all
parties and dedication to continuous
improvement. However, with the
right structure, executive support
and management tools in place, this
model can be very rewarding. The
blended model can save your company

John Getha, CRFP, has a facility
maintenance career that spans
three industries. He started in the
beverage industry, transitioned
into commercial high-rise office
space, and the last 25 years has
been in the restaurant industry.

money while providing great service to the
restaurants and, ultimately, a better customer
experience.

best practice
noun

best prac tice

/best/ /’prakt s/
e

Are they motivated, and do they possess
great diagnostic skills? Are they a good
communicator, teacher and trainer? Do they
know how to work in tense situations and
have great customer service? Not asking too
much are we?
It is possible to have the right
technicians servicing your restaurants
with both internal and external service
programs. With the internal technician, you
will have more direct control, but with the
external service technician, it can be easier
to request a different technician or look for
another service provider if the technician is
not effective. The more tenure a technician
has in maintaining the same set of
locations and equipment, the better their
first-time fixes and productivity. Investing
the time to find the right technicians and
reducing turnover is time well spent and
will pay off in the long term.

Deﬁnition of BEST PRACTICE
1

: professional procedures that are accepted or presribed
as being correct or most eﬀective.

Example: BEST PRACTICE in a sentence
Facility Solutions fully supports RFMA’s vision in
promoting the advancement of the restaurant
facility management professional through the
introduction of this Best Practices publication.
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